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INTRODUCTION

Dorothy Sue Cobble

A young female laundry worker is distraught when her boss tells her that she too will have to service him sexually if she wants to keep her job. And what a job it is: paltry wages, stifling heat, the dirty laundry relentlessly piling up around her, the huge unforgiving machines ready to scorch her hands along with the hot starched sheets. Her co-workers agree to confront the boss as a group. And with the help of a local worker organization, their fantasies of revenge take concrete form. They might have won, too, had not some of their husbands and boyfriends interfered; the women were needed at home, the men insisted; and besides, such aggressive public displays were unfeminine.

The story is hard to locate in time or place. It could be pre-World War I Chicago or Calcutta; it could be twenty-first-century Shanghai or San Francisco. As it turns out, it occurred recently in a New York City neighborhood I have walked through many times (Greenhouse 2004b). A rising economic tide lifted many boats in the United States in the 1990s, but class inequality also soared to levels not known since before the New Deal, producing extremes of ostentatious wealth and grinding poverty. New social and cultural distinc-

I thank the many contributors to this volume who offered helpful advice on this introduction. In particular, Heidi Hartmano gave me detailed and substantive comment that pulled me out of a number of intellectual swamps. My husband Michael Merrill helped formulate the ideas expressed here and smoothed the rough edges of the writing. I also thank the participants at the MIT Institute for Work and Employment Seminar for their thoughtful interventions when I presented a draft of this introduction in May of 2006.
tions, premised on material wealth and the unabashed display of it, have emerged as well. These coalescing class cultures sit uneasily in the midst of a society that still regards itself as middle class.

Such class matters have captured the attention of those in and out of the academy (New York Times and Keller 2005; Lardner and Smith 2005). Wealth disparities, blocked mobility, and the loss of good jobs are prime targets for social scientific investigation (Levy 1999; Appelbaum, Bernhardt, and Murnane 2003). Humanists dissect the psychological scars of poverty and the flourishing status-conscious world of the super-rich and the aspiring super-rich (for example, Bourdieu 1987). Governmental bodies, political pundits, and morning radio hosts debate globalization and its economic and social consequences at home and abroad.

This book too is about class. It details the rise of class inequalities in the United States, and it offers portraits of the new labor movements that are arising in response. But it is also about the sex of class. It is about the feminization of work and workers and the continued reluctance of those who study class and who rally on behalf of ameliorating class injustice to take sufficient notice of this fundamental revolution.

Much of the discussion of the new class inequality, for example, has focused on the declining incomes of working-class men—and certainly their downward mobility is cause for alarm. Yet class disparities among women have widened as well (McCall, chap. 1 in this volume), and the economic situation for many working-class women has been just as troubling. Women started at the bottom and they remain there today (Lovell, Hartmann, and Werschkul, chap. 2 in this volume). If class inequalities are to be remedied, researchers, policy analysts, and public leaders at all levels will need to understand why class disparities have increased among women, why women still predominate on the lower rungs of the occupational ladder, and why market and public policy solutions have had only limited success in addressing these problems.

The phrase the sex of class, as used here, has multiple meanings. On one level, it is simply about moving beyond the image of the working class as blue-collar men and thinking about the realities of class and of class difference as women experience them. In 2005, 46 percent of the nation’s wage and salary workers are women, and we assume that class has cultural as well as economic dimensions, following the lead of E. P. Thompson (1963, 9) who notes that, just as there is no love without lovers, class exists or simply as a structure or a category but as a relationship created by and between people. This volume investigates both changing class structures and the shifting identities of groups and individuals.
workforce was female.' But of those in working-class jobs—whether defined by low wages or lack of power or just all-around-dismal working conditions—arguably the majority were women. In short, a revolution has occurred: women have moved from the margins to the center of the working class. Yet our theories of class and our understanding of the jobs workers do, the problems they face, and the kind of social movements they are creating are decades behind these demographic realities.

The sex of work is changing along with the sex of the worker. Work is feminizing in the sense that more women are doing it. It is also feminizing in the sense that women’s often substandard working conditions are becoming the norm, particularly for those without a college degree, still some three-quarters of the workforce. The casualization of work and the growth of low-wage, dead-end, contingent jobs are manifestations of this phenomenon. The proliferation of low-level white-collar and service occupations is another. Women have always held these jobs. What is different today is that men are now often in work arrangements and in occupations once reserved primarily for women (Cobble and Vosko 2000).

Paying mere attention to women and to women’s jobs, then, is essential if we are to understand the experience of the majority of workers. It is also a helpful place to begin for insight into the present and future of men’s lives. The twentieth century witnessed a partial convergence of men’s and women’s lives as women moved out of the household economy into market work and gradually adopted the employment patterns of men: full-time, long-hour jobs; few career interruptions; and a work-first, family-second orientation (Nlocn and Resettling 2004). As the convergence continues and market work spreads across the globe, disrupting traditional agricultural and domestic production patterns and shifting dependencies to wage labor, women are now becoming, the primary and even the sole breadwinners of many families (Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2002). In short, as the twenty-first century proceeds, working-class men are becoming more like women. They too hold secondary jobs or no jobs at all in the market, and they too feel the pinch of domestic and caretaking responsibilities when their partners spend time out of the home and put market work first.

But the sex of class refers to more than changing our image of who makes up the working class and whose experiences are taken to be the norm. It is about reinventing worker movements and the class politics they embrace. The
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2 Zweig (2000, tables 1+) estimates that, in 1996, 60 percent of jobs were working class, using a definition in which power and control were central components. He calculates that 47.4 percent of those in working-class jobs were female. Womans have increased their share of the labor force since then. The, also predominate in the honour, half of the occupations he judged as working class.
labor movement has always had a sex. Most labor movements of the past arose in response to the needs and aspirations of a male-dominated blue-collar workforce. As that workforce changes and becomes more diverse, so too must the labor movements that represent it.

Integrating women into official positions of leadership in existing labor movements is part of what is necessary. Yet it is not simply a matter of inclusion or of inviting women to join movements that remain essentially unchanged. Many men's jobs may be assuming female characteristics and the lives of men and women may be converging as the breadwinner/homemaker divide continues to collapse, yet sex differences persist. Men and women continue to work in different sectors of the economy, doing different kinds of work. They are still held to different cultural and social expectations. Bodily differences matter as well. Fewer men than women, for example, must choose between keeping their job and bearing a child. Labor movements must be sensitive to the continuing realities of sex differences and how the sex of class matters in determining goals, choosing tactics, and devising institutional structures and policies.

Ending sex discrimination should be a priority for labor movements. As is generally acknowledged, sex-based employment barriers have lessened, with college-educated, white women making notable progress. But the progress made by some women should not blind us to the continuing sex-based disadvantages experienced by the majority. Sex discrimination persists and has very real consequences in the lives of working-class women. Full-time women workers earn about three-quarters the income of full-time male workers (McCall, chap. 1, table 1.1, in this volume), and women continue to be relegated to the lowest-paid, least-prestigious jobs. A whopping 90 percent of those earning less than $15,000 annually and over two-thirds of those making under $25,000 are women (Lovel, Hartmann, and Werschkul, chap. 2, tables 2.1-2.2, in this volume).

To make matters worse, although many men of all classes engage in caring labor at home and in their communities, the rise of female-headed families and the aging of the population has resulted in increased numbers of women caring for children and elderly relatives without the help of men, financially or emotionally (Reskin and Padavic 2002). The ability of labor movements to improve the lives of workers, men as well as women, is dependent on acknowledging these sex differences and crafting a new class politics premised on that recognition. Such a politics would find its strength through coalition-building across the sex divide rather than through adherence to a false solidarity that denies the salience of sex and of sex discrimination.

Perhaps as women approach majority status in labor movements across the globe, the sexual diversity of class experience will be more readily acknowledged. Women have been one-half of all unionists in Canada since 2002
Morissette, Schellenberg, and Johnson (2005) and are moving toward the majority mark in the United Kingdom, Australia, and a host of other countries (Colgan and Ledwith 2002, table 16; Docherty 2004). In the United States, the feminization of organized labor picked up speed in the post-World War II decades with the expansion of service employment and the decision of many older married women to join the labor force. It has continued unbroken into the present day, with women constituting 43 percent of all union members in 2005 (Cobble and Michal 2002; Milkman, chap. 3 in this volume). Many of these women, both from the World War II generation as well as the Baby Roomer era, looked to unions to solve their problems, not just as workers but as women workers. They brought a different sensibility into the movement and pushed to transform its agenda and its practices. They raised issues of pay equity, of child care, of paid maternity leave, of shorter hours and greater job flexibility, and of an end to discrimination on the basis of sex, race, and ethnicity (Cobble 2004). In addition, women and female-majority unions were in the forefront of efforts to lessen discrimination based on sexual orientation (Hunt and Boris, chap. 4 in this volume). Still, as Milkman (chap. 3 in this volume) shows, despite the feminization of labor’s ranks, the U.S. labor movement remains remarkably segregated by sex, with men concentrated in some unions and women in others. These “two worlds of unionism,” to use Milkman’s apt phrase, present a challenge to continuing progress for women because, in many ways, the two worlds remain distinct not only in their gender composition but also in their openness to reform.

The revival of interest in class and social justice movements among many gender scholars and activists could help improve conditions for working-class women and strengthen reform efforts within the house of labor. Younger women in particular view the problems of women through a class or race lens, joining movements to end sweatshops, pass living wage ordinances, or protect the labor rights of immigrants. Historically, working-class women made the greatest advances in transforming unions and raising their own status when they had the support of elite female allies and the backing of the larger women’s movement (Cobble 2004).

But why should women, and men for that matter, turn to a labor movement that according to most commentators is in serious decline and disarray? First of all, as this book shows, although the traditional labor movement in the United States may be a mere shadow of what it was in its golden post-World War II incarnation, other labor movements are arising to take its place. The post-World War II labor movement drew its strength from industrial workers, largely those working in the mass production palaces of the day, churning out automobiles, steel, electrical equipment, and other basic goods. That work is now often done by machines and by millions of factory workers outside the United States. But as manufacturing spread beyond U.S. borders, so did
unionism. One recent estimate is that, although official union membership has declined steeply in the majority of mature industrial economies since the 1970s, those losses have been more than offset by membership gains in the emerging industrial sectors of Latin America, Asia, and African (Docherty 2004). These new labor movements outside the United States, as chapters in this volume suggest, may in the long run end up enhancing worker power and labor standards in the United States.

Of equal importance, public- and service-sector unionism in the United States is far from moribund. Many of the older industrial unions from the 1930s have virtually disappeared, but public-sector unionism mushroomed in the 1960s and 1970s, drawing in teachers, clericals, health-care workers, and others. The movement peaked in the early 1980s; with close to two-fifths of government workers organized (Cobble 2005). It remains undiminished today as large public-sector unions such as the American Federation of State, County, Municipal Employees (AFSCME) and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) continue to expand their ranks. Of equal importance, many unions such as the Service Employees Industrial Union (SEIU), rooted historically in nonfactory workplaces, have pioneered new organizing and representational practices among low-wage service workers, signing up thousands of janitors, home care, and day-care workers across the country (Cobble 1996; Boris and Klein, chap. 9 in this volume). In July 2005, a number of these unions broke from the official labor federation, the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO), and set up their own rival labor center, dubbed the Change-to-Win (CTW) federation. Many of these organizing breakthroughs have involved women, particularly women of color (Bronfenbrenner 2005). Indeed, with close to 7 million women covered by union contracts, organized labor arguably is the largest working women’s movement in the country.

As white-collar unionism has flourished in Canada, Europe and elsewhere, U.S. levels have remained low, in part because U.S. labor law denies basic labor rights to millions of managerial and supervisory workers in the private sector (U.S. General Accounting Office 2002). Yet professional and technical associations are thriving, and if historical patterns hold, many of these associations will evolve into more unionlike entities. Both teachers and nurses, for example, organized initially into professional associations that focused on what they defined as professional concerns: status, control over workplace decisions affecting the worker-client relation, ability to set standards for competence, and the overall health of the sector. Gradually, these organizations in-
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corporated more traditional union matters: salaries, benefits, seniority rights, and job protection. They also dropped their opposition to strikes and to collective bargaining. Today, union membership among teachers and nurses is commonplace.

The National Education Association (NEA), the nation’s largest professional employee association with 2.7 million members, turned to collective bargaining in the 1960s, influenced by the example of its rival, the AFT, which had been pushing for teacher contracts and bargaining rights since the turn of the century (Murphy 1990). In addition to classroom teachers, the AFT organized classroom aides, school bus drivers, and other school personnel. In 1978, they also set up a health-care division, which represents nurses, therapists, technicians, pharmacists, doctors, and other health-care workers. By 2005, two-fifths of organized women workers worked in education (Milkman, chap. 3 in this volume), an interesting parallel to a century ago when a comparable proportion of union women came from the garment industry.

Nurses embraced collective bargaining later than did teachers. The American Nurses Association (ANA) formally dropped its opposition to bargaining in the late 1940s, but few of its affiliated state nurse associations seriously pursued the union route. In the 1990s, however, the collective bargaining wing of the ANA grew by leaps and bounds, creating tensions within the association over how to represent the divergent interests of staff nurses and nurse managers.

In 1995, the 60,000 member California Nurses Association lent the ANA over the issue, eventually setting up a new independent national union for registered nurses in 2004. In 2000, the ANA also established its own national nurses union, the United American Nurses, which coordinates bargaining among ANA-affiliated state nurse associations. SEW and other unions with health-care divisions are courting nurses as well. Currently, some 17 percent of nurses are affiliated with one of the many unions vying to represent them, making them among the more organized occupational groups in the United States (Gordon 2005).

Yet many nurses and teachers remain wary of traditional unionism, finding it at odds with certain occupational values within the profession. In response, some professional unions are moving toward a new unionism that melds the best traditions of professionalism and collective bargaining into a new amalgam (Kerchner 1999). Such a reconceived nurse unionism, for example, would concern itself with preserving the “ethic of care” and making it possible for nurses to provide quality care without abandoning the union emblem.

---

phasis on "equity, collective rights, and improving the conditions of work and pay" (Armstrong 1993, 320). Nonprofessional service workers, such as the home care workers profiled by Boris and Klein (chap. 9 in this volume), also are struggling to combine these concerns and meet the needs of those giving the care as well as those receiving it.

New forms of worker representation and collective power are emerging in other female-dominated occupations and sectors as well. Immigrant women, many concentrated in domestic and household service, are banding together with the help of worker centers. As Fine (chap. 11 in this volume) details, new community-based worker centers now exist in more than one hundred cities across the country, and many have had a substantial impact on the lives of the millions of immigrant workers, documented and undocumented, who now populate the day-labor ranks of residential construction and household services, scrubbing the floors and pruning the bushes in suburbs and cities across the United States. Welfare and workfare recipients, historically excluded from a labor movement defining itself as limited to wage workers, have self-organized as well with the help of the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) and other community-based groups. They continue to demand recognition as workers wherever their labor is performed, however it is compensated, mirroring the rise of labor movements among marginalized female workers globally (Tait, chap 10 in this volume).

This book argues that the growth of collective movements is necessary if the work and lives of the majority of working women are to improve. Certainly, education opens up job opportunities and raises pay (Lovell, Hartmann, and Werschkul, chap. 2 in this volume). And the labor movement should embrace educational access as a core worker right in the twenty-first century, just as it did in the nineteenth. Yet any solution premised solely on individual upward mobility and human capital investment is doomed to fail as long as employers set the terms of employment. Moreover, there will always be a need for non-professional workers, that majority sector of the workforce engaged in retail, clerical, goods production, construction, and support services.

Historically, protecting worker freedom of association and encouraging worker organization has increased the supply of good jobs both for those with more education, such as teachers, and those with less, such as laundry workers. It has also invigorated political citizenship; increased the likelihood of economic, social, and personal security during periods of ill health and dependency; and curbed the worst abuses in working conditions and work hours, thus ensuring that individuals have dignity and time for themselves, their families, their friends, and their communities. Government can take on many of these regulatory and welfare functions, but the most prosperous and democratic societies rely on a mix of private and public provision. Unions and worker associations are private voluntary organizations that regulate
Markets and attend to group welfare. They allow for participation from the atom rather than rule from above. To the degree that they are local, democratic, and decentralized, they also can be conduits for creativity, innovation, and leadership development. Only very few individuals can bargain effectively in the face of organized capital; collective organization is necessary to equalize the relationship.

The Sex of Class is about growing unions and associations so that the needs of the majority can be met. It assumes that labor movements have a future and that women are helping to make that future a reality. It argues that women transformed labor organizations in the past and will continue to do so in the future.

The chapters in this book point to a number of specific changes that would strengthen the U.S. labor movement and improve the lives of working women. First, the boundaries of the labor movement need to be expanded. The traditional labor movement defines its membership too narrowly, often restricting membership to those workers capable of winning a labor contract from an employer. Not only is it virtually impossible for many workers to use the worksite-based election procedures currently available for securing a majority vote of their co-workers, only one-third of the workplaces where a majority vote is won ever succeed in convincing the employer to sign a contract (Cobble 1994, Compa 2004). Not surprisingly, as employer resistance to collective bargaining has grown and workers find it difficult to secure contracts, union membership has fallen.

But why should the labor movement be restricted to those covered by employer-signed contracts? Historically, the labor movement defined itself broadly. It was a big-tent movement, taking in a wide variety of worker organizations, many of which pursued goals other than contract coverage (Cobble 1997, 2001). As this book documents, workers today are organizing collectively and using that power to transform their working and living conditions. They are also using a variety of means to advance their interests. They rely on public opinion, political action, and community organizing to raise workplace standards and end discrimination (Nussbaum, chap. 8; Boris and Klein, chap. 9; Tait, chap. 10; Fine, chap. 11; Quan, chap. 13 in this volume); they seek better enforcement of existing domestic and international labor laws (Grain, chap. 5; Ontiveros, chap. 12; Fine, chap. 11); they are organizing across borders, relying on alliances with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and new labor and feminist transnational networks (Quan, chap. 13; Vosko, chap. 14). The official labor movement should reach out and expand, offering new mechanisms for group affiliation and embracing new strategies for worker advancement. It should move beyond contract unionism and become, once again, a more inclusive heterogeneous movement.

It is not just a fixation on labor contracts that limits the size of today's labor
movement. Samuel Gompers, the first president of the AFL, insisted that organized labor limit its membership to wage workers. There was a certain progressive logic to this a century ago because many in the labor movement were still committed to ending the wage system, either by helping wage workers become small producers and businessmen, as was the principal strategy of the Knights of Labor, or by doing away with capital and hence wage labor, as was the dream of the Industrial Workers of the World.

One hundred years later, however, this foundational premise of the U.S. labor movement bears rethinking. As I have argued elsewhere (Cobble 1994, 1997), U.S. unions need to organize all workers and not restrict themselves to employees or to wage workers. For too long, the labor movement has let the narrow definition of employee in the National Labor Relations Act—a definition that by recent calculations excludes 22 percent of the private-sector workforce (U.S. General Accounting Office 2002)—determine who is and is not a worker. The movement needs once again to draw its own boundaries, which would include the growing numbers of managers, supervisors, and self-employed exempted under the law. It could also include the unemployed, the underemployed, and those on social wages or public assistance (Tait, chap. 10 in this volume).

Indeed, first-line supervisors, inside contractors, and the self-employed were once the backbone of the labor movement (Cobble and Vosko 2000). Today's workers look less and less like the traditional wage proletariat as they sell themselves, their products, and their labor power. Yet petty entrepreneurs, street vendors, and other informal economy workers have created one of the largest labor associations in India, the Self-Employed Women's Association (SEWA). SEWA is an important force in pushing for a fair distribution of India's new wealth and in expanding the boundaries of official unionism globally (Vosko, chap. 14 in this volume). The informal economy is not limited to the so-called developing countries, as is evident in the rise of self-employment in trucking, construction, household services, and other sectors of the U.S. economy. And North American unions, as Vosko discusses, have much to learn from the new unions such as SEWA that are emerging among informal economy workers worldwide.

The chapters that follow also speak to a second important theme: the need for labor to expand its message and address the diverse needs of workers. Female-majority unions were among the first to respond to the concerns of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered members, securing health benefits for unmarried partners and contract language forbidding discrimination against sexual minorities (Hunt and Boris, chap. 4 in this volume). Some of these same unions have helped move the issues of family leave and child care to the center of labor's agenda. In California, a broad coalition of unions came together under the leadership of the State Federation of Labor to lobby suc-
ccessfully for the first state law in the United States granting paid family and medical leave; in New York, union pressure resulted in a substantial expansion of the state child-care subsidy program (Firestein and Dones, chap. 7 in this volume). Yet not all unions embrace this new more diverse agenda, and, as Crain (chap. 5 in this volume) recounts, organized labor still lags in its commitment to end the "collective harms" of sexual harassment and sex segregation.

Still, a few unions stand out as models of how work-based organizations can respond to the complex and diverse identities of workers. Just as family leave is not for women only, as Firestein and Dones observe, the workplace redesign pioneered by the female-majority Harvard Union of Clerical and Technical Employees (HUCTW) may meet the needs of men as well as women. HUCTW is often cited as an example of women's ways of unionism, but that does not mean that only women find their model of representation appealing. The union's assumption (and that of its sister organization in health care) is eloquently articulated by the organizers interviewed by Lydia Savage (chap. 6 in this volume). They believe that men and women want a workplace and a union in which creativity and community are encouraged and in which labor-management institutions foster social and intellectual growth. Because in their experience few workers want a steady diet of confrontation, conflict, and anger, these organizers emphasize partnering with management. Yet they also have turned to more confrontational tactics when other approaches failed, as in their raucous strike over pay and benefit parity for part-timers.

The approach of these organizers underscores another theme of this volume: no one model of unionism is likely to fit all groups of workers. The labor movement is about self-representation, about groups of workers inventing the kind of workplace organization that best suits their own circumstances. A labor movement that tries to impose a single model of organization or a single message or a single strategy will only weaken and marginalize itself. The future of unionism lies in embracing diversity in union strategy, tactics, structure, and message.

A third and final set of articles (Ontiveros, chap. 12; Quan, chap. 13; Vosko, chap. 14 in this volume) links labor's future to its ability to forge ties with workers outside the United States and draws on the newly emerging strength of global labor standards and global worker movements. It should not be surprising that women are key figures in building these local-global connections. Labor women have always relied on allies outside the labor movement to advance their agenda, whether community groups, consumer organizations, women's groups, civil rights organizations, legal advocates, or government officials. The go-it-alone strategy was simply not feasible for most working women, given the nature of their jobs and their multiple responsibilities at work and home. In addition, responding in part to the rise of religious funds-
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mentality as well as to the precarious fate of women in the new global economy, a global women’s movement emerged in the 1980s that has helped integrate gender into the policies of such diverse institutions as the World Bank, the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, and the International Labour Organisation. These chapters, like others in the book, suggest that embracing difference, whether sexual, cultural, or political, is far from a weakness or a distraction. Rather, it is essential to the future of labor movements and of working women’s equality.

On the cover of The Sex of Class is an image by Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer David Turnley of an immigrant woman from Mexico. Mostly she is hidden from us. Her face recedes into the darkness; only her brilliant yellow work gloves and the blue of her tank top are illuminated, suggesting perhaps that we know little of her except the hard work of her hands and heart. And indeed, as this book argues, the health of our economy, our families, and our communities rests upon the physical and emotional labor of millions of working-class women like her.

Yet this book also suggests that women like her are no longer willing to remain invisible. Her blue work shirt may not be the iconic one of old. Nor will the social movements she leads be the same either. As the essays in this volume make clear, the sex of class matters and those who wish to understand the future of work and of labor movements will need to pay attention to her pose, hand on hip, defiant and female.
Chapters 1 and 2 document the persistence of women's economic inequality and offer suggestions for public policy remedies. In the first chapter, Leslie McCall provides a portrait of the changing class and gender structures of U.S. society since the 1970s. She makes a case for greater attention to class-specific policies, given her findings of increasing class divergence among women as well as men and a singular lack of economic progress for those at the very bottom. The second chapter by Vicky Lovell, Heidi Hartmann, and Misha Werschkul makes an equally compelling case for the retention of gender-specific strategies in any package of reforms, given the disturbing consequences of gender discrimination for low-wage women workers.

Leslie McCall’s careful charting of the changing economic status of women makes clear why it is so difficult to craft policies for women as a group: the kinds of inequality experienced by women at the top and at the bottom are quite different. Elite women have made impressive strides economically, moving into high-paying professions and seeing their salaries, status, and opportunities soar—what McCall labels “absolute progress.” At the same time, because elite men have made considerable gains as well, the gender pay gap between men and women at the top remains firmly in place. This more limited “relative progress,” as McCall notes, is cause for concern, particularly as it is likely rooted in the greater responsibilities of women for family and domestic labor. In contrast, women at the bottom, like men at the bottom, have made little absolute progress. And their moderate relative progress, as mea-
sured by the decline of the gender pay gap, is hardly a cause for celebration because much of it stems from the declining fortunes of the male members of their households. Remedying their situation, McCall argues, will require policy interventions that have more to do with class and that focus on lifting overall working-class income. Strategies targeted at women will need to be evaluated in light of class differences as well. Increasing women’s human capital through education and skill training, for example, will always be important, but poor women will also need different kinds of educational opportunity. McCall recommends reviving apprenticeships, which do not require choosing between school and work, a choice many workers cannot afford to make.

Vicky Lovell, Heidi Hartmann, and Misha Werschkul approach the problems of low-wage women from a different angle. Focusing on the impact of current class-specific policies, they find much to be desired. Governmental wage floors have the potential to foster absolute progress for women. Yet current wage standards are abysmally low, and despite the flurry of new living wage ordinances, these policies only cover a tiny fraction of workers. Moreover, wage-floor regulation may encourage some employers to hire men and raise the salaries of higher-paid workers, leaving existing gender-based wage hierarchies unchanged. Gender-specific policies have their limitations as well. Efforts to integrate physically demanding blue-collar jobs have met resistance, and pay equity efforts have languished. Yet, as the authors note, without attention to changing deep-seated gender norms and practices that devalue women’s work and restrict their job opportunities, women will continue to be disproportionately concentrated in low-wage jobs and receive less compensation than men for their labor and expertise.

Both chapters stress the need for new public policies attentive to gender and class inequities. And they rightly point to the benefits of enhanced educational opportunity, stronger government wage regulations, and more comprehensive antidiscrimination laws. As Lovell, Hartmann, and Werschkul note, such policies are needed to “ameliorate the worst effects of the unconstrained operation of free markets on women, minorities, and low-wage workers.” By focusing on how workers are organizing collectively and increasing their economic and political clout, many of the chapters in the rest of this book show how these policies, as well as other reforms, can become reality.
In the decades following World War II, powerful new social movements arose in the United States demanding full citizenship and an end to discrimination on the basis of race, ethnicity, sex, and sexual orientation. African Americans, Mexican Americans, women, sexual minorities, and others asserted their group claims, often turning to organized labor as a vehicle for economic and social advancement.

Yet, as the chapters in this section vividly remind us, the relation between organized labor and the new social movements has not been an easy one. Nor has the experience of women and sexual minorities within organized labor been uniformly positive. But what lies ahead? How much has the labor movement been transformed by the new sexual diversity in its ranks? To what degree are the issues of discrimination on the basis of sex and sexual orientation incorporated into labor’s agenda? Can a class-based movement respond adequately to the needs of a working class divided by sex and sexuality?

The authors of the three chapters that follow do not always agree on the answers to these questions. They offer differing assessments of labor’s historical record toward women and sexual minorities, and they disagree on the potential of class-based movements to respond to the new sexual diversity of workers.

In chapter 3, Ruth Milkman analyzes the varied responses of unions to the feminization of work and the rise of the feminist movement. Women have flooded into organized labor, yet the impact of this sex change has been un-
Milkman posits two houses of labor, standing uneasily next to each other. One is female-dominated and more influenced by the women's movement; the other remains more traditional in its gender composition and its sexual politics. In 2005, the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) split into two quarreling camps. But because the fracture was not along gender lines, each of the new federations is still characterized by sex segregation within its own ranks. Each has two wings: one female-dominated and one male-dominated. The fate of most organized women, then, for better or worse, is institutionally bound up with their unionized brothers. If history is any guide, union women will need allies outside the labor movement if they are to transform the sexual politics of the two national federations.

Gerald Hunt and Monica Boris's assessment of the response of organized labor to sexual minorities in chapter 4 reinforces Milkman's portrait of the bifurcated character of U.S. trade unionism. As was true with the civil rights struggle, the gay rights movement in the United States had economic as well as civil and political dimensions; and it too found some early allies within organized labor. But most of the gains for sexual minorities occurred in the 1980s and 1990s, after the civil rights and women's movements subsided. Overall, labor's response has been mixed, Hunt and Boris conclude, with female-majority unions pioneering gay rights and initiating far more substantive changes in their culture and institutional practices than male-majority unions. Still, by telling the story of how gay rights came to the fore in the United Auto Workers (UAW), an older male-dominated union that we might assume to be more closed to innovation, Hunt and Boris reveal the crucial impact that individuals can have both in top leadership and on the shop floor, as well as the way in which labor's traditional message of equal treatment and solidarity can be reworked to include new groups.

Yet, as Marion Crain argues in chapter 5, labor's power is shrinking and its ability to respond to the widespread economic disadvantages that women suffer due to sex segregation and sexual harassment is limited by its own ideology and the legal framework inherited from the New Deal. Unions raise women's wages and help them secure a range of benefits, including health care, pensions, and vacations, as well as family and medical leave, as noted in chapter 3. Moreover, since the 1940s, largely in response to the pressure of the rising numbers of women activists within its ranks, many unions have worked to close the gender pay gap and lessen women's double day of market and family work (Cobble 2004).

But labor's record on confronting sexual harassment and sex segregation, as Crain forcefully reminds us, is much less positive. These are emotionally fraught and economically charged issues that tap into deeply held beliefs about masculinity, femininity, and sexuality. Not surprisingly, union men
have been more supportive of equal pay and family benefits than of efforts to change the hyper masculine, sexualized culture of many blue-collar trades. A new class politics, Crain suggests, cannot be created as long as unions give priority to the gender interests of men. Sexual harassment and occupational restrictions based on sex are group economic harms. And as Crain reveals, labor's tolerance of sex-based discrimination allows a "toxic workplace culture" to fester, ultimately threatening the economic and psychological well-being of all workers. Her chapter concludes with a compelling case for why ending these injuries should be a priority for trade unions and what concretely unions can do to appeal to the millions of sales and service workers outside its ranks.
In the years leading up to World War 1, 20,000 immigrant women in New York's garment district left their sewing machines idle and walked out en masse, leading to the renewal of garment unionism and boosting labor's ranks to a proportion comparable to the present day. Rose Schneiderman, a garment union leader and later influential friend and advisor to Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt, memorably captured their dreams and those of generations to come. "The woman worker wants bread," she said in 1911, "but she wants roses too" (Orleck 1995, 7).

The search for bread and roses is being carried forward today by the labor men and women discussed in this section. Bread and roses unionism is about higher wages, economic security, and decent health care or what Kris Rondeau, a Massachusetts union organizer in education and health care, calls "standard-of-living issues." But it is also about roses: about making creativity, community, and learning possible at work and building stronger and more satisfying family and community relationships.

The union leaders interviewed by Lydia Savage in chapter 6 are energized by their belief in the capacities of the men and women they work with every day. Making work less rigid, monotonous, and demeaning is a daunting prospect, but victories, large and small, occur regularly in the workplaces represented by the Harvard Union of Clerical and Technical Workers (HUCTW) and State Healthcare and Research Employees (SHARE) unions. As workers gain confidence and skills, they solve their own problems, meeting with man-
agement to design more flexible work arrangements and improve their work, family, and community lives. There is no one secret to securing bread and roses in the view of these labor leaders and little expectation that the problems they encounter in the workplace will ever wholly disappear. Yet these unions practice what they preach, making it possible for union staff as well as union members to find participation in the activities of the union meaningful and even fun.

Chapter 7 offers two case studies of innovative union-led efforts to secure family-friendly public policies at the state level. As Netsy Firestein and Nicola Dones point out, the rising demands of employment are making it difficult for many workers to fulfill their caregiving and family responsibilities. Part of the problem is the growth of long-hour jobs and multiple jobholding among low-wage workers. The rigidity of low-wage work and the lack of family benefits for nonprofessional workers create additional barriers to meeting family needs for most workers. The Labor Project for Working Families, founded by Firestein, has a dual approach to solving these problems. It supports unions such as HUCTW and SHARE, which negotiate at individual worksites for better part-time jobs, better family benefits, and more scheduling flexibility. It also organizes politically, working with unions, community, and women's groups to improve government work-family policies. In this chapter, Firestein and Dones describe two recent significant political victories for the work-family movement: the passage in California of the first state law providing paid leave for family caregivers and the little-known but innovative efforts in New York to make state-supported child care available to all.
Part IV opens with Karen Nussbaum's engaging account of working women's movements from the 1970s to the present. Nussbaum describes the heady days of protest in the 1970s, when millions of women banded together in unions and associations to seek job opportunity, higher pay, and greater respect at work. Fed up with being treated like office wives or machines, clerical workers, for example, formed 9to5, a national working women's association. They filed lawsuits, picketed abusive employers, and orchestrated a host of media events, including turning National Secretaries Day into a contested ritual and collaborating on the hit movie *Nine to Five* with Lily Tomlin, Dolly Parton, and Jane Fonda. By the end of the 1980s, their actions resulted in dramatic changes in the perception and treatment of office workers.

But in the 1980s and 1990s, the working women's movement stalled, due in part to rising class differences. As Nussbaum observes, although white, college-educated women saw their careers boom, many working-class women and people of color experienced economic stagnation and loss. Collective mobilization also slowed in the face of employer and government hostility. Yet Nussbaum finds "hopeful signs" that may make a collective response viable once again for large numbers of women. She sees a new attention to diversity and institutional experimentation within the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) and a rising worker identity among women.

The next three chapters offer further evidence of the long history of
women’s collective action, and they too point to the likelihood of increased organizing among women in the future. In the 1990s, a majority of the significant unionizing victories occurred among women service workers, a disproportionate number of whom were women of color. In chapter 9, Eileen Boris and Jennifer Klein detail how the most prominent of these newly organized groups, home care workers, secured union contracts, adding over 100,000 new members to labor’s rolls by the end of the 1990s. Their victory was decades in the making. Organized labor once viewed home care providers as unorganizable, but home care providers came to see themselves differently. They organized collectively and insisted that their labor be recognized and valued. Boris and Klein trace their group efforts over the last thirty-five years, beginning in the 1970s with the emergence of a national household worker rights movement; the local campaigns relying on community organizing, direct action, and lobbying; and the pioneering union drives led by public-sector, hospital, and service unions in New York City.

In chapter 10 Vanessa Tait turns our attention to another group of women whose status as real workers is suspect and who initially found their attempts to be part of the official labor movement rebuffed. Welfare women have a long record of community and political activism. In the late 1990s, as mandatory work programs for welfare recipients mushroomed, adding thousands of welfare recipients to public-sector workforces across the country, these no-wage workers organized for basic job rights, finding allies in ACORN (Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now) and other community groups. Forging a partnership with the established public-sector unions in New York and San Francisco proved more difficult, however, with some unionists seeing organized workfare workers as more of a threat than an opportunity. The boundaries of the women’s movement have been more porous, with welfare women proclaimed an important constituency. Yet the Montana welfare women Tait describes, who lobbied and won state funds to allow them to care for their children, have yet to be fully integrated into the emerging work-family movement discussed in chapter 7.

Immigrant women are banding together to further their economic and political rights as well, often with the help of community-based worker centers. As Janice Fine documents in chapter 11, the number of worker centers exploded in the 1990s as immigrants poured into low-wage jobs in meatpacking, construction, and services. Immigrant organizing has attracted considerable scholarly attention, with astute case studies of how (mostly male) immigrants from Latin America are rebuilding unions in construction and janitorial services (e.g., Milkman and Wong 2001). In this chapter, however, Fine offers one of the fullest accounts of how (mostly women) household workers are organizing. She evaluates the various collective approaches they are using to improving their lives, from forming worker cooperatives to pass-
ing new labor-standard legislation to insisting that the wealthy New York City families who hire them treat them at least as well as did their former employers in Hong Kong.

All four chapters remind us that women workers have always relied on multiple routes to advancement. Clericals, teachers, nurses, home care aides, nannies, and welfare recipients-have all formed unions and won bargaining rights. But these same groups have also organized cross-class associations and community-based groups such as 9to5, the National Welfare Rights Organization, and New York's Domestic Workers Union who utilized alternative approaches. All of these institutions should be seen as part of an inclusive and heterogeneous labor movement dedicated to securing the rights, recognition, and respect women workers deserve.
These last three chapters put the challenge of lessening gender and class inequality in a global context. They remind us of the gendered face of globalization. In the twenty-first century, it is women as much as men who are crossing borders in search of employment and often it is women who are hired. *They,* not their husbands, brothers, or fathers, are more likely to be on the global assembly lines in Mexico, El Salvador, and Malaysia. The wages of women domestics, sex workers, casual laborers, and small vendors keep families, communities, and national economies afloat worldwide. How is the U.S. labor movement responding to globalization? What difference does it make that women are the new global proletariat? What can U.S. labor learn from the new unions, associations, and networks formed by poor women and their allies around the world?

These chapters point to the opportunities for worker mobilization and empowerment in a globalizing world. Multinational corporations are not invincible; nor can they fully escape the reach of the law, of public opinion, or of the fledgling but growing global working women’s movement.

Maria Ontiveros opens this section with a blistering account of the lack of freedom and rights afforded female immigrants. Capital and labor both are on the move in the new global economy, but labor enjoys few of the economic or political hospitalities extended to capital when it crosses borders. In chapter 12, Ontiveros finds the unregulated free market an inadequate mechanism for ensuring fairness and economic progress for immigrant women, reinforcing a
Part V

central tenet of this book. Yet she is less sanguine than other contributors about the potential of traditional collective bargaining and current antidiscrimination laws to take up the slack. Many of the jobs held by immigrant women fall outside the bounds of labor and employment law; undocumented immigrants (44 percent of whom are estimated to be women) often lack even the right to quit, the hallmark of free labor, as well as access to police protection, courts, and political citizenship. Unable to call on traditional legal remedies, immigrant women and their allies have relied on underused domestic statutes such as those barring coerced labor and human trafficking. In addition, they have fashioned innovative transnational strategies tied to regional and international trade agreements and labor statutes.

In chapter 13, Katie Quan also finds openings for worker mobilization in the seams of the new global economy. Women are "on the cutting edge of global labor organizing today," she asserts, and her path-breaking research, which pieces together the story of three successful cross-border campaigns involving workers in Latin America, Asia, Europe, and the United States lends her claim credibility.

Quan's three cases are instructive as well as inspiring, revealing the global networks now linking workers worldwide; the alliances emerging between community groups and unions; and the vulnerability of multinationals to cross-border solidarity, public shaming, and persistent strategic pressure. In her first case, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), unions, and student groups in the United States are crucial in helping Mexican garment workers secure bargaining rights; in her second, NGOs and unions in Taiwan and Indonesia, joined by Cambodian workers who refuse to work overtime, contribute to reopening a shuttered factory in El Salvador. In her third case, the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) campaign to organize Securitas, the largest security contractor in the world, Chicago workers win a union contract after Swedish and other European Union workers pressure the Securitas corporate headquarters in Sweden. As Quan observes, here we see an often overlooked aspect of global solidarity. It is not just about "us" helping "them"; it is also about mutual aid and about "them" helping "us."

The Sex of Class closes with Leah Vosko's chapter on the new labor strategies arising among informal economy workers and their largely female advocates. She describes the significant organizing breakthroughs of new unions such as the 700,000-member Indian Self-Employed Women's Association (SEWA) and the innovative approaches to raising the living standards of impoverished women around the world adopted by feminist labor NGOs and transnational networks. Vosko argues that many of the strategies pioneered by these new female-led institutions, if adopted, could help North American unions reach out to the large numbers of precarious or nonstandard workers—by some estimates one-quarter of the work force—inside the United
States and Canada. Returning to many of the themes raised in the introduction and throughout the book, Vosko urges the official labor movement to expand its definition of who is a worker, embrace multiple approaches to worker empowerment, and forge new solidarities across sexual and cultural differences.